We consider acoustic wave transmission in non axisymmetric waveguide which consists of cylindrical resonator and two semi-infinite cylindrical waveguides whose axes are shifted relative to the resonator axis and each other by azimuthal angle ∆φ. We show that for rotation of one of attached waveguides the coupling matrix elements of the eigenmodes of resonator classified by the integer m and propagating mode of the waveguide acquire phase factor e im∆φ . That crucially effect Fano resonances and creates an analog of faucet opening and closing wave flux under rotation of the waveguide. We show that under the rotation of the waveguide and variation of the length of resonator numerous bound states in the continuum occur complimenting by the Fano resonance collapse.
I. INTRODUCTION
The beauty of complex wave fields observed in different areas of physics is related to the phase of the field. The first demonstration of the phase effect was done by Thomas Young in 1803 in the historic experiment on double-slit interference [1] . Among numerous phase features we mark bound states in the continuum (BSC) [2] , Aharonov-Bohm oscillations [3] , Fano asymmetric resonance [4] , and topological singularities [5] which milestone the phase features in the last century. In the present paper we consider a waveguide setup which unites these features in wave transmission. The setup as shown in Fig. 1 consists of a cylindrical resonator of radius R and length L with two attached semiinfinite cylindrical waveguides. Tuning of the shape of the resonator could be performed in a realistic acoustic or electromagnetic experiment by the use of piston-like hollow-stem waveguides tightly fit to the interior boundaries of a cylindric cavity [6] as shown in Fig. 1 .
If the waveguides were attached coaxially the total system would be invariant relative to azimuthal rotation to split the total Hilbert space of the system into independent subspaces given by the orbital angular momentum (OAM) m. Respectively the wave transmission would take place independently in each sector given by the integer m with prohibition for OAM conversion. Variation of the resonator length rearranges the eigenlevels to allow for tuning Fano resonances which can be distinguished by changing the coupling strengths of the eigenmodes with the propagating modes of waveguide [7] .
In the present paper we choose different strategy for tuning of Fano resonances based on an attachment of the phase to the coupling strengths by means of the rotation of one of the waveguides by the angle ∆φ as shown in Fig.  1 . Then one of the waveguides acquires phase difference relative to the other that crucially effects interference of resonances, i.e., the Fano resonances and the wave transmission. We show that even tiny rotations result in change of the transmittance from zero to the unit qualifying the setup as the wave faucet. Under variation of the resonator length multiple events of level crossing occur when the BSCs in the Friedrich-Wintgen scenario of wave localization through the full destructive interference of decaying resonant modes arise [8] [9] [10] . For coaxial attachment this scenario of the BSCs was considered in Ref. [6] in sector m = 0. Similar effects take place in sectors m = 0 with the BSCs degenerate with respect to the sign ±m. Each BSC with m = 0 gives rise to flows of acoustic intensity spinning clockwise or anticlockwise inside the resonator. The importance of such spinning trapped modes in acoustics was first shown by Parker for axial flow compressor [11] . Their existence in a cylindrical acoustic infinitely long waveguide which contains rows of large numbers of blades arranged around a central core, was first reported by Duan and McIver [12] . The BSCs have become one of actively studied phenomena in different physical areas [13] because of potential applications in lasing [14, 15] and light enhancement in photonics [16] [17] [18] [19] . Attachment of waveguides in non-coaxial manner breaks the azimuthal symmetry mixing all subspaces m in wave transmission. The most striking effect is that the evanescent modes of the waveguides lifts a degeneracy of the eigenlevels with respect to the sign of m. Then for arbitrary length of the resonator twist BSCs arise at selected angles ∆φ c . Because of absence of the azimuthal symmetry such BSCs are not spinning.
II. WAVE FAUCET
In this section we consider wave transmission in dependence on angle ∆φ, the length of the resonator and frequency. For numerical simulations we employ the acoustic coupled mode theory which is in fact the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian approach [20, 21] adapted for the Neumann boundary conditions [22] . The propagating modes in sound hard cylindrical waveguides are described by
where ρ, are α the polar coordinates, µ pq is the q-th root of equation
The quantities ρ, z, k pq are dimensionless via the radius of the waveguide. The frequency is measured in the units of the ratio of the sound velocity to the radius of the waveguides. Sound propagating bands are classified by two integers: the azimuthal number p = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . and q = 1, 2, 3, . . . with shapes of two degenerate transversal solutions cos pα and sin pα depicted in Table I . The inner Hilbert space of the closed cylindrical resonator is spanned by the eigenmodes
where 
l = 1, 2, 3, . . . and z is measured in terms of the waveguide radius. The corresponding eigenfrequencies are
where µ mn is the n-th root of equation following from the Neumann boundary condition on the walls
Let us write the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian as [6, 22] 
where H R describes the closed resonator. The matrix elements of W are given by overlapping integrals [22, 23] 
where z C = 0, L are the position of the edges of the resonator along the z-axis. According to Eq. (3) we have
Integration is performed over circular cross section of the attached waveguides as shown in Here W mnl;pq = W L mnl;pq are the coupling matrix elements of the resonator modes specified by integers m, n, l with p, q propagating modes of the left waveguide (see Fig. 1 ). Then the effective Hamiltonian takes the following form
The transmittance of sound waves through the resonator is given by the inverse of the matrix G = H ef f − ω 2 [20, 22] 
In what follows we take both waveguides with unit radius shifted relative to the central axis of the resonator with the radius R = 3 by a distance r 0 = 1.5. We consider transmission in the first channel p = 0, q = 1 in the frequency domain 0 < ω < 1.8412 as shown in Table I . The transmittance versus the squared frequency and the resonator length L shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) for ∆φ = 0, π/4 respectively. The resonant behavior of the transmittance is due to that the resonator is three-dimensional. The coupling matrix elements (7) can be estimated as the ratio of the cross-section of the waveguides to the cross-section of the resonator. The resonant widths are proportional to squared coupling matrix elements, i.e., proportional to R −4 , while the distance between the eigenlevels is proportional to ∆E ∼ R −2 . Hence for R = 3 we have the regime of weak coupling [25] while for two-dimensional resonator one would have Γ ∼ R −2 as well as ∆E ∼ R −2 , i.e., the regime of overlapping resonances [6] . In the two-dimensional systems the regime of weak coupling can be reached only by use of special diaphragms [7] . Indeed Fig. 3 , and 6 where the transmittance is shown in higher resolution in zoomed windows. First of all one can see a high sensitivity of the transmittance to the rotation angle ∆φ. Moreover there are a mass of points in the vicinity of which even extremely small changes in parameters of the system cause drastic changes in the transmittance. These points are marked by open circles and correspond to the BSCs. In the vicinity of the BSC points the unit transmittance coalesces with zero transmittance (collapse of the Fano resonance [10, 38] ). In particular, one can see in Fig. 5 that even the slightest rotation opens and closes the resonator illustrating the effects of wave faucet. These resonant angular features are the result of evanescent modes and will be studied analytically by use of truncated effective Hamiltonian.
III. BOUND STATES IN THE CONTINUUM
In Figs. 3, 4 and 5 we show BSC points by closed and open circles. The procedure to find BSCs is based on search of real eigenvalues of the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian (6) z λ (ω, L, ∆φ) [24] . A typical behavior of the imaginary parts (resonant widths) as dependent on the length L (a) and rotation angle ∆φ (b) is shown in Fig. 6 . One can see numerous events of turning of resonant widths to zero. Each BSC point is searched by solving the fix point equations [20] 
After the fix point equation is solved we can determine the eigenmodes of the effective Hamiltonian with real eigenvalues which are BSC mode shapes [6, 10] . Fig. 7 shows the expansion coefficients a mln of the BSCs over the eigenmodes of the closed resonator (3)
The expansion coefficients a mnl are listed in Table II for the BSCs enumerated from one to four in Fig. 3 (a) . From Fig. 3 (a) , (b) and Fig. 4 one can see that the BSCs are positioned in the vicinity of degeneracy points. However one can see from Fig. 4 (a) that the BSC 1 are not spaced exactly at the degeneracy point of eigenlevels 012 and ±111 due to the evanescent modes [10] . The second feature of the BSCs is the frequency splitting in the vicinity of the crossing of eigenlevels with m = ±1 and m = ±2. Such split BSCs 3 and 4 are shown by closed circles in Fig. 4  (b) . Fig. 7 shows that the BSCs are composed of the eigenmodes of the closed resonator Ψ mnl (r, φ, z) which undergo degeneracy in the vicinity of the BSC point. Surprisingly, although BSCs are superposed of complex functions e imφ they do not support flows of acoustic intensity in contrast to the case of coaxial attachment of waveguides [12] . As Fig. 7 shows each pair of eigenmodes with ±m contributes into the BSC with equal |a mnl |. 
IV. BSCS IN TWO CONTINUA DIFFERENT IN PHASE
Displacement of the waveguide relative to the resonator does not change its continuous spectrum. However the coupling matrix elements of the resonator eigenmodes with the continua are subject to alternation to affect the transmission. In particular under rotation of one of the waveguides the matrix elements acquire phase shift (9) . Therefore in the framework of the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian one can say that two continua become different by phase. First, the problem of the BSC residing in a finite number of continua was considered by Pavlov-Verevkin and coauthors [28] . Rigorous statement about the BSCs was formulated as follows. The interference among N degenerate states which decay into K non-interacting continua generally leads to the formation of N − K BSCs. The equivalent point of view [10, 30] is that the linear superposition of the N degenerate eigenstates N n=1 a n ψ n can be adjusted to have zero coupling with K different continua in N − K ways by variation of the N superposition coefficients a n . Respectively, these coefficients a n define an expansion of the BSC over the eigenstates of the closed resonator. The number of continua can grow due to a number of reasons, for example, non-symmetrically attached waveguides, multiple propagation subbands in the waveguides, or two polarizations of the radiation continuum in case of electromagnetic BSCs. Each case puts the problem of constructing BSCs in the case of many continua on the line of art [18, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
In the present case of waveguide rotation the number of continua has been doubled for the frequency of sound waves below the second propagation threshold ω < µ 11 (see Table I ). Therefore we could expect BSCs only at the points of threefold degeneracy in compliance with the generic statement [28] . There are indeed numerous points where the eigenlevels ω 2 mnl double degenerate in ±m cross the eigenlevels ω 2 0nl with BSCs marked by open circles in Fig. 3 (b) and (c). However the zoomed picture of transmission in Fig. 4 (a) shows that this conclusion is only approximate. Thus, the case needs in special consideration. As shown in Table II the BSCs are superposed from only a few eigenmodes. Hence we can truncate the effective Hamiltonian to the relevant eigenmodes similar to that in Refs. [8] [9] [10] . (see Table I ) of the right waveguide according to Eqs. (1), (4) and (7) Table I )
Because of the phase difference between the coupling matrix elements for left and right waveguides we immediately obtain W R mnl;01 = (−w 0 w 1 e i∆φ w 1 e −i∆φ ),
The contribution of the higher evanescent modes shown in Table I is negligible. For open channel p = 0, q = 1 the wave number q 01 = ω while for the next closed channel p = ±1, q = 1 the wave number k 11 = iq 11 , q 11 = µ 2 11 − ω 2 is imaginary. Then the truncated effective Hamiltonian (6) can be rewritten as follows
where the Hermitian term
is the Hamiltonian of the resonator coupled to the evanescent modes. The anti-Hermitian part takes the following form
The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (17) can be easily found as
Thus the evanescent modes of the waveguides non-coaxially attached to the cylindrical resonator lift the degeneracy of eigenmodes ±111 as shown in Fig. 8 by solid lines. The only case when the degeneracy is restored is the case ∆φ = π/2. The corresponding eigenmodes of the Hamiltonian (17) are the following
Next, let us consider the BSC in the truncated version (16) . The point of the BSC can be easily diagnosed by zero resonant width as shown in Fig. 9 . For ∆φ = π/4 the BSC occurs at L = L c = 5.0512 marked by closed green circle in Fig. 9 (a) . Respectively at L = L c the BSC occurs at ∆φ = π/4 and ∆φ = 2π − π/4. These points are seen in zoomed insert in Fig. 9 (b) .
For ∆φ = 0 both continua of left and right waveguides coincide to result in the symmetry protected BSC superposed of degenerate eigenmodes of the closed resonator ψ 111 and ψ −111 to be in the following form
which always has zero coupling with the propagation mode ψ 01 (ρ, α, z) shown in Table I . As seen from Eq. (21) this conclusion also holds true for ∆φ = π. This BSC is symmetry protected for arbitrary resonator length as shown in Figs. 9, 12, and 13. As soon as ∆φ = 0 the continua become different to destroy the symmetry protected BSCs. It could be expected that in the case of two waveguides the point of threefold degeneracy where the ω 012 crosses the double degenerate ω 111 as shown in Fig. 8 (a) is a BSC point in accordance with the above consideration. However the BSC point where the resonant width turns to zero (see Fig. 9 ) does not coincide with this point. The computation on the basis of full basis effective Hamiltonian gives the same result. In fact, the evanescent modes split the eigenvalues (19) . Respectively the point of threefold degeneracy ω Fig. 8 (a) the first case exactly corresponds to the BSC point but not the second.
In the first case we can superpose the eigenmodes (20) as aX 1 + bX 2 and require zero coupling of this superposed mode with the left waveguide
according to Eqs. (13) and (20) . It is easy to show that the coupling with the phase shifted continuum of the left waveguide takes the same form as Eq. (22). Thus, the BSC has the following form
Substituting eigenmodes (4) we obtain
One can see that this BSC does not support spinning currents of acoustic intensity − → j = ψ * ∇ψ in contrast to coaxial waveguides [12] . This is due to evanescent modes of the non-coaxial waveguides which lift the degeneracy of the eigenmodes Ψ mnl with respect to the sign m.
The BSC point is given by the equation E 1 (L) = E 2 (L, ∆φ) which gives rise to a line of the BSC in the parametric space L and ∆φ shown in Fig. 10 . Thus, the only phase difference between the continua allow the BSCs in the point of twofold degeneracy. This is necessary for existence of BSC but not sufficient. Indeed let us consider the another point of degeneracy E 1 = E 3 (see Fig. 8 (a) ). At this point we adjust the superposition aX 1 + bX 3 for cancellation of the coupling with both continua. The analogue of Eq. (22) takes the following form
These equations can not be fulfilled simultaneously to forbid this degeneracy point as the BSC point. By the use of Eq. (11) and truncated effective Hamiltonian (16) we calculated the transmittance with the results presented in Fig. 11 . Comparison to Fig. 3 (a) and (b) shows that all features of the transmittance can be well reproduced in the vicinity of the BSCs by the use of truncated basis. One can also see from Fig. 11 that the resonant features follow the real parts of the complex eigenvalues of the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian (16) when ∆φ = 0. Fig. 12 shows fine features of the transmittance vs two parameters for the third parameter exactly tuned to the BSC. Fig. 12 (a) demonstrates a Fano resonance collapse in the parametric space of length and rotation angle at the BSC point L c = 5.048 and ∆φ c = π/4 with the frequency exactly tuned to the BSC ω c = 0.3873. Fig. 12 (b) shows the transmittance vs the frequency and the rotation angle for the length of the resonator tuned to the BSC length L c = 5.0584. Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 12 (b) show that the resonator is blocked when ∆φ = 0 and open when ∆φ = π. Fig. 13 demonstrates as the transmittance is sensitive to small deviations from the BSC length L c .
One can see from Eqs. (13) and (15) that at ∆φ = 0 the channels 012 and ±111 interfere destructively at the right output to block the wave transmission through the resonator. In contrast for ∆φ = π the channels interfere constructively at the right output to maximize the transmittance. Along the same line for the channels 012 and ±211 the wave faucet will open at ∆φ = π/2, 3π/2 because of the phase factor e ±2i∆φ in the coupling matrix elements (15) . Respectively, interference of channels of 013 and ±211 will realize the wave faucet which opens at ∆φ = 0, π. The coupling matrix elements of the eigenmodes with the first propagating channel p = 0, q = 1 (see Table I ) of the right waveguide according to Eqs. (1), (4), and (7) equal
The coupling matrix elements with the first evanescent modes p = 1, n = 1 of the left waveguide (see Table I ) equal
Respectively according to Eq. (9) we have for the phase shifted coupling matrix elements W consists of 
In contrast to the previous case of crossing of eigenlevels 112 and 012 (the BSC 1), the present case of full matrices impedes analytical consideration of the BSCs. Nevertheless the small size of matrices (28) and (29) facilitates numerical treatment of the BSCs. Fig. 15 shows the eigenlevels of the Hamiltonian (28)
as dependent on the length and rotation angle. One can see that the presence of evanescent modes lifts the degeneracy relative to the sign of m. Below in Fig. 15 we show the resonant widths that demonstrates two BSCs at the points: 1) L c = 3.7947, ω While the former BSCs occur at the crossing of eigenlevels (19) the present BSCs are allocated neither at the crossing of neither the eigenfrequencies ω 112 and ω 211 nor the eigenlevels modified by the evanescent modes as seen from Fig. 15 . Such phenomenon is generic in open chaotic billiards where the eigenlevels of the closed billiard undergo avoided crossing [39] similar to that shown in Fig. 15 (a) . In that case some of the eigenmodes of the Hamiltonian (28) can decouple under the evolution of the parameters of the resonator. In the truncated description of the BSCs we obtain the following solutions for the BSCs presented in Table III . Comparison with numerical results in full basis (Table II) shows good agreement with the BSCs (2) and (3). Anyway as seen from Fig. 7 the BSCs are expanded over all four eigenmodes ±211 and ±112 of the closed resonator. Remarkably, in the description of the eigenmodes (30) X j we obtain that the numerical amplitudes of the BSC mode ψ BSC = 4 j=1 b j X j are the following
Thus, in this description we have an important result that the BSC is simply one of the eigenmodes of the resonator coupled to the evanescent modes. For this eigenmode to be decoupled from the propagating channel of both waveguides the overlapping integrals
have to be zero for selected j = 1 or j = 2. Fig. 16 demonstrates that the overlapping integral vanishes at the BSC points. Such BSCs form new class of the accidental BSCs [31, 33, 39] . Fig. 16 demonstrates that the BSC modes − → X j are twisted to have zero coupling on both interfaces. Again the BSCs occur on lines in the parametric space L and ∆φ as shown in Fig. 17 by open circles. However there is the second line in which the BSC length L c diverges when ∆φ → π/2. Also it is important to note that the BSC modes do not support currents of acoustic intensity similar to the BSC 1 and 2. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The method of the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian equivalent to the coupled mode theory [22] calculates the transmittance of waves through the resonator by Eq. (11) . One can see that the shape of resonances and interference of them depends not only on the eigenfrequencies but also on the coupling matrix elements of the corresponding eigenmodes with propagating modes of the waveguides attached to the resonator. That effect was first experimentally demonstrated by Rotter et al [7] by change of the coupling strength with use of diaphragms between the waveguides and the resonator. In the present paper we propose the path through which the coupling matrix elements do not change the strength but acquire only phase factors by simple means of rotation of input waveguide relative to the resonator. Other words, that transforms phase of the continua of the waveguide and can be performed in a realistic acoustic or electromagnetic experiment by the use of piston-like hollow-stem waveguides tightly fit to the interior boundaries of a cylindric cavity [6] as shown in Fig. 1 . Our numerical and analytical calculations have shown that simple setup cardinally effect Fano resonances that in turn opens and closes wave transmittance by small rotation to be claimed as the wave faucet.
Rigorously speaking rotation of one waveguides in a way shown in Fig. 1 the number of continua is doubled at ∆φ = 0. The problem of the BSC residing in a finite number of continua was considered in Ref. [28] in the framework of the Weisskopf-Wigner model [29] . Rigorous statement about the BSCs was formulated as follows. The interference among N degenerate states which decay into K non-interacting continua generally leads to the formation of N − K BSCs. The equivalent point of view is that the linear superposition of the N degenerate eigenmodes can be achieved to have zero coupling with K different continua in N − K ways by a variation of the N superposition coefficients a n [? ]. In particular if waveguides were attached at different radiuses the BSC would need in triple degeneracy of eigenlevels. However in the present case of rotation of one of the waveguides attributes only the phase factor exp(im∆φ) to the coupling matrix elements of resonator with the left continua as was derived in Eq. (9) . That allowed to avoid problem of triple degeneracy of resonator eigemodes. Moreover it gave rise to surprisingly rich variety of BSCs and respectively collapses of Fano resonances.
Off-center attachment of waveguides lifts a degeneracy of eigenmodes of the closed cylindrical resonator relative to sign of OAM given by integer m. As result the BSC is realized in the vicinity degeneracy of eigenlevels modified by evanescent modes with definite m and mode m = 0. Respectively the BSC expanded over the eigenmodes of closed resonator holds different contributions of m and −m as explicitly given for example in Eq. (23) .
To be specific we consider the case of acoustic wave transmission with the Neumann BCs but similar consideration can be performed for electromagnetic wave transmission with the Dirichlet BCs.
